Cigarette Lighter Power Adapter Installation Instructions

⚠️ WARNING: LEDGlow’s Cigarette Lighter Power Adapter cannot exceed a maximum of 5 Amp draw. 
The improper installation of this cigarette lighter power adapter will void all included warranties.

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS THOROUGHLY BEFORE INSTALLING THIS CIGARETTE LIGHTER ADAPTER

LEDGlow’s Cigarette Lighter Power Adapter is designed to easily connect any 12-volt vehicle accessory to your vehicle’s cigarette lighter port, without needing to cut and splice into any of your vehicle’s existing wiring.

1. Using wire strippers, strip both the power wire and ground wire of the 12-volt accessory being installed.
   - For LedGlow Products:
     - The power wire will be red or red with a black stripe.
     - The ground wire will be solid black.
2. Remove the Red Bullet Connector (A) from the Cigarette Lighter Power Adapter. Insert the stripped power wire into the Red Bullet Connector (A) and crimp tightly using wire crimpers.
3. Insert the Red Bullet Connector (A) back into the opening on the red wire attached to the Cigarette Lighter Power Adapter.
4. Repeat Step 2 and 3 using the Blue Bullet Connector (B) for the ground wire.
5. Plug the Cigarette Lighter Power Adapter into your vehicle’s cigarette lighter and test for proper function.

All LEDGlow Lighting Products are subject to the LEDGlow Limited Warranty.
Please visit https://www.LEDunderbody.com/limited-warranty/ to review complete Warranty, Terms, and Conditions.